
MMA Memo 190: A System Design for the MMAA. R. ThompsonNovember 6, 1997This report is concerned with the MMA receiving system and is based upon discussions ofthe MMA systems group. The part of the system considered here includes the signal pathsfrom the outputs of the front ends to the digital samplers, and the local oscillator (LO) system,but does not include details of the front ends, the digital delays or the correlator. The systemshown is designed to work with optical �ber transmission of IF signals in analog form from theantennas to the Electronics building at the site. Some discussion on the choice of analog ordigital transmission can be found in MMA Memo.142. The digital alternative is not ruled out.It remains under study and will be discussed in a later memorandum. With digital transmissionpractically all of the system discussed here would remain, but some of it would be relocated tothe antennas and some further hardware would be required. It is clear that digital transmissionwould result in a more expensive and complicated system. Measurements with the two-elementprototype system should be used to help verify the �nal choice of analog or digital transmission.At this point in the project development the intention is to provide a broad outline ofthe proposed system. The diagrams indicate the signal ow through the system by showingmainly �lters, mixers and switches. Ampli�ers, attenuators, isolators, etc. will be added asdesign details are developed, and precise frequencies of �lters, LOs, etc. may require minoradjustments. A simpli�ed block diagram of the overall system is shown in Fig. 1. Componentsat the left-hand side of the optical �bers in the IF and LO paths are located at the antennas andthose at the right-hand side are in the Electronics building which also contains the delay systemand correlator. Signals from the Cassegrain feeds are converted to IFs in the front ends. Thereare approximately ten front ends covering the total observing range of the MMA. The IF signalsfrom the front end that is selected at any time are transmitted to the Electronics building inthe form of two 8 GHz-wide analog bands. At the Electronics building the signals are split intoeight baseband channels and �ltered, digitized, delayed and correlated. A frequency standardprovides the reference frequencies for various local oscillators and for timing of the digital units.For the LOs at the antennas, frequencies are generated at the Electronics building and aretransmitted to the antennas on optical �bers. Another �ber may be provided for measurementof the round-trip phase. Appropriate phase switching and fringe-frequency phase rotation areinserted through to LO system. A monitor and control system interacts with all parts of theelectronics. Signal Paths at the AntennasFigure 2 shows the system at the antennas. The front ends for frequencies above approxi-mately 115 GHz will use SIS mixers and those below 90 GHz will use HFET ampli�ers. Thechoice for the 90-115 GHz has not yet been made. The SIS mixers will have separate outputs1



for the upper and lower sidebands. Thus there will be four IF outputs from each SIS frontend, to provide signals for two polarizations and two sidebands. Each output goes to one offour 1x10 switches. An IF band spanning 4 to 12 GHz (i.e. a bandwidth of 8 GHz) for eachof the two polarizations can be accommodated. SIS mixers used by NRAO currently have IFbandwidths no greater than 2 GHz, but a mixer with a 4 GHz IF bandwidth and good noisetemperature has been demonstrated by Padin et al. (1996) using an IF stage integrated withthe mixer. It is felt that 8 GHz bandwidth is an achievable goal within the construction periodof the MMA. However, in the shorter term the noise temperature of SIS front ends matched toa 4 GHz bandwidth may be better than those matched to the full 8 GHz bandwidth. Thus,instead of two 8-GHz-wide bands it may be preferable to use four 4-GHz-wide bands from eachSIS front end (i.e. both polarizations for upper and lower sidebands) in order to maximize thesensitivity. By means of the four 1x2 and two 1x3 switches shown in Fig. 2, the input to eachoptical transmitter can be selected to come from either one 4-12 GHz front end output or two4-8 GHz front end outputs, one of the latter being converted to 8-12 GHz for transmission onthe �ber. Note that a rearrangement of the components shown plus the addition of two opti-cal transmitters would allow the signals to be transmitted as to the building as four bands ofwidth 4 GHz, although it is not expected that there will be any di�culty in transmitting 8 GHzbandwidths over �ber lengths up to 20 km.The HFET-ampli�er front ends have separate outputs for the two polarizations. The max-imum bandwidth of any of the HFET front end is approximately 26 GHz. The �rst IF for theHFET front ends is 14 to 22 GHz, so there is a frequency space of 28 GHz between the upperand lower sideband responses at the mixer that converts to the �rst IF. Thus for most HFETfront ends it should be possible to avoid an image response if a �lter is included to con�ne theampli�er response to the nominal band. If necessary the LO can be on the low side when therequired IF band is in the lower half of the HFET band and on the high side when the requiredband is in the upper half of the HFET band, to keep the image response further away fromthe ampli�er passband. Note that the IF band 14-22 GHz is about as low in frequency as ispossible to use while avoiding direct feed through to the 4-12 GHz band. For reasons of cost itis preferable to keep intermediate frequencies as low as possible, but the IF bandwidths requiredplace lower limits on the frequencies because of the need to avoid image responses, etc.The arrangement of switches shown in Fig. 2 is one of several possibilities and the �nal systemdesign will have to take into account the availability and cost of di�erent types of switches. Somemodes of operation of the array may require continuous switching between two front ends atintervals of �10 sec. Speci�ed lifetimes of some mechanical switches are �106 cycles, whichcould be reached after about 100 days of such operation. Thus solid state switches may benecessary. IF Signal Processing at the Electronics BuildingEach of the 4-12 GHz IF bands is demultiplexed into four 2 GHz-wide bands when receivedat the Electronics building. Figure 3 shows the circuitry for the signal from one optical �ber.Two such Demultiplexer units are required for each antenna. The basic reason for this frequencydemultipexing is that the maximum clock frequency of the samplers is 4 GHz. All four 2 GHz-wide bands are converted to the same frequency (2-4 GHz) so that in the next stage of signalprocessing they can be handled by identical baseband units. The 2-4 GHz �lters at the outputsof this unit require a sharp response at the 4 GHz edge, since when using the full bandwidth the2



signals are converted to baseband with the 3.2-5.2 GHz LO (see Fig. 4) tuned to 4 GHz in theBaseband Converters. The switching network allows the four outputs to be connected to fourBaseband Converter inputs in any manner desired. For example, all four Baseband Convertersmay be connected to one 2 GHz-wide IF band if one wishes to study four narrow lines thatall lie within the same 2 GHz-wide band. The switching network could be implemented by acombination of four 4-way power dividers and four single-pole, 1x4 switches.In the Baseband Converter unit in Fig. 4, the input signal at 2-4 GHz is converted to thebaseband range and �lters are provided for selection of bandwidths from 2 GHz down to 31.25MHz in steps of a factor of two. The 3.2-5.2 GHz LO at the �rst frequency conversion is tunableto allow the response of the Baseband Converter to be set at any part of the 2-GHz-wide IFinput band. In designing the Baseband Converter, it was decided to use a system involving anumber of frequency conversions with �lters chosen to reject the unwanted sideband responses,rather than using a sideband-separating mixer scheme because the latter, although simpler, doesnot provide su�cient rejection of unwanted sidebands. The widest bandwidth, 0.1-2.0 GHz, maycontain a small unwanted component which arises from conversion of residual frequencies in the4 GHz skirt of the 2-4 GHz �lters. This component consists of frequencies that are folded intothe low frequency end of the baseband by the conversion process, and the �lter response rejectsfrequencies below 0.1 GHz to minimize such unwanted signals. (The 0.1 GHz �lter edge is anominal value at this time and may require adjustment when the response of the 2-4 GHz �ltersin the demultiplexing unit (Fig. 3) is speci�ed in detail.) The 1-2 and 1-1.5 GHz �lters arefar enough away from the low end of the 0-2 GHz baseband to be free from such unwantedcomponents. Similarly the two frequency bands following each of the 1.5 GHz and 375 MHzLOs are well above zero frequency and will not include unwanted components from spectrumfold-over at an LO frequency. Listed below are the bandwidth of each �lter, the frequency rangeof the passband as seen at the output of the �rst mixer (the one with the 3.2-5.2 GHz LO), andthe tuning range of the LO which just covers the 2-4 GHz input band in each case. Images fallabove 4 GHz in all cases.Bandwidth Filter response as seen LO tuning rangeat output of �rst mixer1.9 GHz 0.1-2.0 GHz 4.0 GHz1.0 GHz 1.0-2.0 GHz 4.0-5.0 GHz500 MHz 1.0-1.5 GHz 3.5-5.0 GHz250 MHz 1.0-1.25 GHz 3.25-5.0 GHz125 MHz 1.125-1.25 GHz 3.25-5.125 GHz62.5 MHz 1.1875-1.250 GHz 3.25-5.1875 GHz31.25 MHz 1.1875- 1.21875 GHz 3.2187-5.1875 GHzThe fractional bandwidths of the �lters, other than the two widest ones, are in the range 0.4to 0.67. Note that if the chosen output band comes from one of the three widest �lters, the inputof the 1.5 GHz LO signal to the module should, if necessary, be turned o� to prevent pickup ofthis LO frequency in the earlier �lters. Similarly, unless one of the two narrowest bandwidths isbeing used the 375 MHz signal should be switched. The �ltered outputs are sampled at a 4 GHzclock rate and digitized. The digital data go to the delay and correlator systems and redundantsamples for the bandwidths of 1 GHz and less are removed as necessary at an appropriate stage.Eight Baseband Converter units are required for each antenna.3



Total Power Observations and Signal Level ControlIn the IF system at the antennas (Fig. 2) detectors are shown which measure the IF signallevel in the 4-GHz-wide and 8-GHz-wide bands at the inputs to the optical transmitters. Inthe Baseband Converter (Fig. 4) a detector is shown which measures the level of the signalgoing to the digital sampler. These detectors perform two functions. First, they can be usedfor total power measurements. Those at the antenna would be used for wide-band continuummeasurements. For total power measurements in spectral line mode the autocorrelation outputsof the correlators are required. Note that at the antennas it is possible to make total powermeasurements on all four 4-12 GHz outputs of an SIS front end simultaneously, thus making useof twice the bandwidth that is available in interferometer mode.The second use of the detectors is to check the IF level at two points where the level iscritical. One of these is the inputs to the optical transmitters in which nonlinearity can occurif the level is too high, and loss of SNR can occur if the level is too low. The other point isthe sampler input where it is necessary to know the reference levels in terms of the rms inputnoise level. In either case some range of level variation is acceptable, and it is considered thatuse of an ALC loop may be undesirable. However, a variable attenuator or a variable-gainampli�er (not shown in the �gures) will be included in the signal path ahead of each detector.These gain controls and the detector outputs will be accessed through the monitor and control(M/C) system. Thus various control schemes including adjustment in discrete steps, full ALC,sample-and-hold, etc. can be implemented through a control computer. If on-the-y mappingor subreector nutation are used in observing, then it may be necessary to measure the gain fora particular reference direction of the beam.As a means of calibrating the system noise and gain, it is proposed to inject a controlled levelof noise into the front ends in a switched sequence including zero additional noise and two levelschosen to increase the system noise by a few percent. An arrangement involving thermal sourcesradiated from a small aperture in the antenna subreector is being investigated at Berkeley.Phase Switching and Fringe RotationAlthough SIS mixers incorporating sideband separation are being developed for the MMA, itis expected that it will be possible to achieve only 10-15 dB of isolation between the sidebands.This is su�cient to eliminate the noise from the unwanted sideband to a satisfactory degree.However, spectral dynamic range at least as high as 40 dB is desirable, so it is also necessaryto include sideband separation either by 90 deg phase switching or by a frequency o�set schemesuggested by B. Clark. Either of these schemes must be applied to the �rst LO. It is also generallyuseful to incorporate 180 deg phase switching to reduce e�ects such as unsymmetrical o�sets inthe sampler reference levels and spurious responses from unwanted signals that in�ltrate the IFstages.A complication in the use of phase switching with the MMA occurs because of the require-ment for integration times as short as 10 ms. For the longest baselines which we take to be 10km, and for a source at a low elevation angle, the di�erence in the times at which an incidentwavefront reaches di�erent antennas can be as much as 33�s. Now to preserve the orthogonalityof the Walsh functions the switching transitions must be coincident at the correlator input,i.e. after the compensating delay. Thus, at the points where the Walsh function switching isintroduced, it is necessary to introduce time o�sets of up to 33�s into the transitions. Theseo�sets depend upon the position of the antenna concerned within the array, and the position4



of the source on the sky. (In the VLA the corresponding timing di�erences all fall within the1 ms intervals of the waveguide cycle in which the IF signals are switched o�, and can thusbe ignored.) For the MMA, if the shortest switching interval of the Walsh functions is muchlonger than 33�s, say 33ms, then the timing o�sets of the Walsh functions could probably beignored. For a number of antennas between 64 and 128 the duration of a complete Walsh cycleis 128 times the shortest switching interval, and it is necessary to integrate for integral numbersof Walsh cycles if the phase switching is to work e�ciently. Thus the requirement for ignoringthe timing o�sets of the Walsh functions would be integration times longer than �4 sec. Sothe conclusion is that if Walsh function phase switching is used on the MMA, time o�sets ofthe transitions are required. This is not a big problem, but it results in a complication of thesoftware that one would prefer to avoid.For the sideband separation the 90 phase switching can be avoided by using the frequencyo�set scheme mentioned above. To explain this scheme, consider �rst just two elements of thearray. Let the natural fringe frequencies (i.e. fringe frequencies with no fringe rotation applied)be fnl and fnu for the lower and upper sidebands respectively. At the �rst LO of one of theantennas an o�set f1 is applied so that the two fringe frequencies become (fnl + f1) and (fnu +f1). The frequency f1 is chosen such that f1 + (fnl + fnu)/2 = n/(2t), where n is an integer and tis the integration time between correlator data dumps. (Note that the natural fringe frequenciesfor the MMA vary from zero to about 600 kHz, so f1 may have to be positive or be negative,i.e. the natural frequency may have to be increased or reduced.) Then at a later LO, which inthe present plan is the LO at the �rst mixer of the Baseband Converter, we introduce a secondfrequency o�set to convert to zero frequency the fringes of the sideband that we want to use.For example, if we want to keep the upper sideband then this second LO o�set is -(fnu + f1).The e�ect on the lower sideband is to o�set its frequency in the opposite direction, that is,the frequency of the lower sideband fringes becomes (fnl + f1) + (fnu + f1) = n/t. The lowersideband fringes then integrate to zero in time t. To apply this scheme to the full array the valueof n must be di�erent for each antenna, and can run from 0 to (Na -1), where Na is the numberof antennas. For t � 10 ms and t � Na 100 the fringe frequencies of the unwanted sideband atthe correlator output are of order 1 kHz and no constraint is placed on the rate of correlatordata dumps.The fringe-o�set scheme for removing the unwanted sideband has other advantages over theprocess of fringe separation by 90 phase switching. It can be implemented by using the fringerotators that are required in any case to bring the fringe frequency of the wanted sideband tozero, so no extra hardware is required. Also, the variation with time of the di�erential pathlengths to the antennas, which in the case of Walsh function switching requires timing o�sets,is in this scheme taken care of by the fringe rotation. The unwanted sideband is lost in theintegration, but this is not a problem since we are planning to use sideband-separating SISmixers so any IF signal contains only one sideband at full sensitivity, the other being reducedby at least 10 dB.Unfortunately there does not appear to be any frequency-o�set method of implementingthe 180 phase switching, so Walsh-function switching with timing o�sets to compensate for thedi�erent path lengths of the incoming wavefront remains the complete solution. If the phaseswitching is necessary only to correct for non-symmetrical quantization thresholds, then it wouldbe possible to replace it by automatic control of the threshold levels. For four-level sampling thedc level of the sampled waveform would be adjusted to equalize the total numbers of positiveand negative samples, and the quantization levels would be adjusted to equalize the numbers5



of positive and negative high-level counts. Counters for the four sampling levels would provideinputs to digital-to-analog converters to provide the dc levels. Such a scheme may be examinedas part of the two-element prototype testing. Removal of the phase switching would occurjust after the digital samplers by sign reversal of the appropriate samples as controlled by thephase-switching Walsh function, and is shown in Fig. 4.The fringe rotators may also be used for �ne adjustment of the Doppler correction, themagnitude of which may be as large as 100 MHz at 800 GHz. Thus the range of the o�setsfrom the fringe rotator should be as wide as the narrowest tuning interval provided by any otherLO, to provide complete frequency exibility. Alternatively, Doppler shifts can be removed byinterpolation of the spectra at the correlator output.The Local Oscillator SystemTwo version of the LO system are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. Figure 5 shows the systemwith a conventional multiplier scheme for the �rst LO, and Fig. 6 shows the photonic systemfor the �rst LO which will o�er signi�cant advantages if it proves successful. In both �guresa frequency standard provides inputs for various synthesizers and other units. The double lineindicates multiple signal paths carrying several frequencies, such as 1 Hz, 1 MHz, 1 GHz, and 10GHz. The �nal values for these reference frequencies will be chosen to take account of the designdetails of the synthesizer units for which they are required. The synthesizers at the top left ofthe �gures provide the two �xed frequencies (375 MHz and 1.5 GHz) required by the BasebandConverters (Fig. 4). The four synthesizers immediately below them provide the four LO signalsrequired by the Demultiplexer units in Fig. 3. In the lower left part of the �gures there are unitsdesignated as "3.2-5.2 GHz PLO". These are phase-locked oscillators that produce the 3.2-5.2GHz LO signals with fringe rotation that are used in the Baseband Converters in Fig. 4. EachPLO unit receives a signal from a fringe generator which uses a number-controlled oscillator orsimilar device to produce a signal at some convenient low frequency, such as 1 MHz, with therequired fringe frequency o�set, -(fnu + f1) or -(fnl + f1). Each PLO unit also receives a signalfrom a synthesizer tuned such that the sum of the fringe generator and synthesizer frequenciesis equal to the required LO frequency, including the fringe frequency o�set.The other part of the local oscillator system in Figs. 5 and 6 is concerned with the LOsrequired at the antenna. In the lower right area, �xed-frequency synthesizers at the antennaproduce 26 GHz for the second LO for the HFET front ends and 16 GHz to convert 4-8 GHz IFbands to 8-12 GHz. The 10 GHz reference frequency can be returned to the Electronics buildingon a separated �ber to provide a round-trip phase measurement. It is assumed here that all�bers going to an antenna will be in a similar environment and su�er similar thermal expansion.In Fig. 5 the �rst LO system is in the upper right area. The unit labeled "10-15 GHz YIGoscillator and multipliers" (in the Driver-Multiplier unit) produces the 6th or 8th harmonics of a10-15 GHz YIG oscillator (60-90 or 80-120 GHz), and this is suitably ampli�ed to a level of noless than 50 mW. This frequency is locked to the corresponding harmonic of a synthesizer thatuses a �xed reference frequency that has been �ltered by means of a phase-locked loop with acrystal oscillator (VCXO). The phase-locked loop for the YIG oscillator uses a phase referencethat contains the required frequency o�sets and phase changes for the fringe rotation and phaseswitching. The 60-90 GHz and 80-120 GHz signals are su�cient to drive multipliers that cansupply the �rst LO for any of the front ends above 60 GHz. For lower frequency front endsan LO signal can be brought out from an earlier stage of the multiplier chains. Note that the6



frequencies in the multiplier chains are too high for switches other than waveguide type andthese are deemed undesirable because of expense and because experience shows that they donot always reset with su�cient mechanical precision, resulting in reections and phase errors.Thus a separate Driver-Multiplier unit is required for each front end band at each antenna(i.e. approximately ten at each antenna). However, the output of the fringe and phase switchsynthesizer, shown in the Driver-Multiplier unit, can be switched and shared between the Driver-Multiplier units at an antenna. It is expected that the multiplier scheme will be used for thetwo-antenna test array to be constructed as the �rst phase of the project.The upper part of Fig. 6 shows the photonic LO system that is being investigated for the�rst LO. Two optical signals that di�er in frequency by the �rst LO frequency are transmittedto the antenna on a single �ber. These are then combined in a photo-diode which should resultin enough power to drive an SIS mixer. For the HFET-ampli�er front ends the photo diodeoutput can be used to lock a Gunn oscillator, or a YIG oscillator driving a frequency multiplier,to provide the increased power required for a conventional mixer. A separate photo-diode maybe required for each band. The two lasers that generate the optical signals for each antennaare located at the Electronics building. One of them could, in principle, be common to allantennas, but the available optical power would probably not be enough to supply more than afew antennas. For each antenna a second laser is phase-locked to the �rst one with a frequencyo�set equal to the required �rst LO, including fringe rotation and phase switching. In thephase-lock scheme, the di�erence frequency of the two masers is produced in a photo-diode atthe Electronics building, and this is mixed with the n-th harmonic of a signal from a synthesizerat frequency f1. The di�erence frequency, at the loop IF, is ampli�ed and then compared ina phase detector with a frequency from a second synthesizer which produces a frequency f2that contains the required fringe-frequency o�set and phase switching. The frequency di�erencebetween the lasers is locked to nf1 � f2. Here f1 would be of order tens of GHz and f2 of order 100MHz: the choice of the values of will depend upon the range of n for which satisfactory operationof a harmonic multiplier can be obtained. If the photonic scheme proves practicable, it wouldgreatly simplify the electronics since the requirement for frequency multipliers producing powerlevels su�cient to drive the mixers would be eliminated. Switching the LO signal to di�erentfront ends could be done using an optical �ber switch, and would eliminate the requirement ofa separate Driver-Multiplier unit (Fig. 5) for each frequency band at an antenna.Dispersion in the Optical FiberThe optical transmitters should use external modulators to avoid causing frequency modula-tion of the laser. The optical frequency of the laser at 1300 nm wavelength is 2.3 x 1014 Hz, anda 2 GHz-wide IF signal spans 0.011 nm in wavelength. Assume that we are using standard �berfor which the zero dispersion point is 1300 nm. Assume also that the laser wavelength is within20 nm the zero-dispersion point, so that the dispersion is no more than 2 ps/nm.km. Then for25 km of �ber the time di�erence for frequencies at the edges of a 2 GHz-wide band is no morethan 5.5ps, which corresponds to 4 deg of phase at 2 GHz. This is the e�ect of the dispersion onthe intrinsic bandwidth of the IF signal. Thus any loss in coherence between an IF band thathas traversed 25 km of �ber and one that has not is entirely negligible. Now consider the e�ectof variation of the laser wavelength which is a function of temperature. If the laser wavelengthchanges by 1 nm, and again the dispersion is about 2 ps/nm.km, then the time for traversal of25 km of �ber changes by 50 ps. This should be compared with the minimum increment in the7



compensating delay in the system which we will take to be 1/32 or the reciprocal bandwidthat the sampler, which is 16 ps. Delay errors smaller than, say, 5 ps, which would result from achange in the laser wavelength of about 0.1 nm, should be small enough to be ignored. How-ever, since the correlator is a spectral type, larger delay errors, which would result mainly in alinear variation of phase with frequency, would be corrected by observation of a phase-calibratorsource.The e�ects of variation in the e�ective length of the �ber on the LO signals must also beconsidered. A change in delay of 5 ps corresponds to a phase error of 4 cycles at 800 GHz. Thee�ect of a slow variation of this magnitude over several hours would be removed the by frequentswitching to a calibrator source, which is required in any case to correct for atmospheric e�ects.Faster variations could be monitored by a round-trip phase measuring system. Round-trip phasesystems have been satisfactorily demonstrated in �ber optic transmission, using either the same�ber as the outgoing signal (Primes, et al.), or a separate �ber, for the returned signal (Webberand Thacker 1990). If the optical carrier for the returned signal is generated in a di�erent laserfrom the carrier for the outgoing signal, the e�ects of the wavelength stability of the lasers andthe dispersion in the �ber on the overall accuracy should be considered. At this time thereappears to be no serious problem in implementing round-trip phase on the LO signals, butdetails of design will depend on data such as the wavelength stability of masers that remain tobe investigated when MMA development is started.Members of the MMA Systems group include, D. Bagri, J. Carlstrom, B. Clark, L. R.D'Addario D. Emerson, R. Esco�er, P. Napier, F. Owen, S. Padin, J. Romney, R. Sramek, D.Thornton, J. Webber, and J. Welch. ReferencesPadin, S., D. P. Woody, J. A. Stern, H. G. Leduc, R. Blundell, C.-Y. E. Tong, and M. W.Pospieszalski, An Integrated SIS Mixer and HEMT Ampli�er, IEEE Trans. Microwave TheoryTech., 44,987-990, 1996.Primes, L. E., G. F. Lutes and R. L. Snydor, Stabilized Fiber Optic Frequency DistributionSystem, JPL Report (my copy is undated).Webber, J. C. and D. L. Thacker, Phase Distribution on Fiber Optic Cable, Report preparedby Interferometrics, Inc. for Naval Research Lab., May 3, 1990.
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Figure 1: Overall block diagram of the MMA System9



Figure 2: IF System at an Antenna10



Figure 3: IF Demultiplexing Unit11



Figure 4: Baseband Converter and Digital Sampler12



Figure 5: LO System with Multipliers for First LO13



Figure 6: LO System with Photonic First LO14


